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THE ROAD TO LIFE
===============================================================

AUDINOMETRY
Out-of-Body Meditation
Discovering the Value of Spiritual Altitude
Spiritual Altitude
Discovering the right hand path
Sound Current Meditation

Meditation
Out-of Body Experience
Lucid Dreaming
Dream Analyzing
Independent Thought
Faith
belief
thought
Self awareness
Consciously alive
Alive
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I asked the Lord
For eagles wings,
to ply the burning blue.
“You are a bird,”
the great light said,
“Fly home my love,
please do.”
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A NEW BEGINNING

FLYING IS EASY
Flying an airplane is one of my most favorite things to do. The last
time around I had a very short, but intense lifetime flying airplanes. We
played a game. It was an intense game, a deadly game, but while we played
it was an incredible amount of fun. I had a very good run, but I had not
contracted to live beyond the duration of the game. All things pass in time.
In this life I have about one hundred hours in Piper Cherokees and I
have flown a few Cessnas, but for the most part flying airplanes hasn’t come
together for me. There could be several factors here. Intense experiences
make intense impressions in the subliminal structure of one’s consciousness.
There is a part of me that has trouble with the thought of flying an airplane
that does not mount at least two machineguns. Interesting how something
can be so vitally important in one lifetime and socially unacceptable in the
next. To this very day I dearly love the airplanes I got to fly.
Riding a motorcycle has for now taken the place of flying an airplane.
In many ways they are similar. Unfortunately, I prefer to ride at speeds that,
if one is not on a racetrack, are socially unacceptable. Living in the wind at
eighty or ninety miles per hour, flying at whatever speed the road will allow
and the bike can do is an incredible rush. Of course, if one does that very
much without a great deal of discretion, one will soon be talking to an
official type who has no velocity in his soul whatsoever. Velocity is the
essence of life. Remember that, VELOCITY IS THE ESSENCE OF LIFE.

VELOCITY IS THE VERY ESSENCE OF LIFE.
On a motorcycle there are several conditions one lives in. These
conditions are directly related to how fast you are going. Let’s consider a
road with no traffic. There is only you, the bike and the road. Below ten
miles per hour you have to pay close attention to keeping the bike balanced.
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As speed increases the bike becomes more stable and riding is easier and
more fun. When riding a motorcycle, I do nothing else but ride the bike. I
enjoy the velocity, stay focused and ride. At some speed on a bike you feel
as though you are flying. It isn’t the same speed every day, but it makes the
velocity envelope real.
An airplane without velocity can be several things. It can be a work of
art. It can be a pile of junk, but it is only an airplane when it has achieved
and maintains the velocity of flying speed.

MEDITATION WITHOUT VELOCITY
DOESN’T GO ANYPLACE.
If you are not looking to go someplace or accomplish something,
sitting quietly has many benefits. But flying in meditation can pay incredible
rewards and give you a grip on life beyond the limitations of the planet, the
star, the galaxy, and even beyond the limitations of this universe. Flying in
meditation is much more fun than airplanes or motorcycles, and if you learn
how to navigate, it can go to a real place. A real place that is far more real
than this place.
Thirty years ago I took flying lessons, and while I learned a lot about
flying and about airplanes, what I really learned the most about was
meditation. In many ways meditating is much like driving a car, riding a
motorcycle, or flying an airplane. In the first place, if you sit in the seat and
do nothing, nothing is going to happen. If you relax enough, you may get
inner vision. This can occur on several astral levels. But the point is, doing
nothing produces nothing. Driving a car, riding a motorcycle, or flying an
airplane is a discipline. Each of these has a logical sequential progression
one must follow, or nothing good is going to happen.
Meditation is the same way, except there are a number of things one
can do that seem to produce results. Basically the things to do all take about
the same amount of time, but the results can be incredibly different.
If you are driving a car, operating a motorcycle, or at the controls of
an airplane, you are the most important person in relation to that vehicle.
Your physical body is also a vehicle. If you are not the most important
person in your life, you do not have command of own vehicle. With the keys
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in your pocket, get into the back seat of your car and close the door. Now
pray to all the powers you know of, and the car in particular, to take you
where you want to go. This is little different than many types of meditation.
For a long time I thought Sound Current was the engine in the car.
Eventually I learned Sound Current is only the gasoline running into the
tank. If you are practicing devotion to another being, you are directing the
value you generate in meditation directly into their gas tank. A vehicle with
an empty gas tank isn’t going anyplace, unless a hill is in the offering.
In the late 1960’s I was working for the Agriculture Department of
Humboldt County in northern California. My physical life seemed to be
going fairly well, but meditation had settled down to the same old thing
every day. I was doing two hours a day at this time, and about the last fifteen
minutes I would get vision, but the pictures didn’t make much sense. I was
getting very frustrated with the whole thing. Every once in a while,
sometimes in meditation, sometimes in my workaday life, I would hear a
voice say to me, “You are a bird.” With nothing else to do in meditation, I
tried to figure out what kind of a bird I was. Certainly coming out of
meditation I often felt more like a chicken than a hawk.
Listen carefully to what life has to tell you. Listen carefully to what
life runs by you. Life can answer your most pressing questions, but you must
learn how to listen.
My partner and I were sitting in the coffee shop at the Arcata airport
taking a break one morning. We seldom took breaks and never on a very
nice day. As I recall, we had met a couple of other fellows from the
Department and in talking to them, Charlie, my partner, asked one of the
fellows if he liked coffee. The mark admitted he liked it a lot. Charlie bet
him five bucks that there was a restaurant nearby in which he could not
drink more than one cup of coffee. The mark shook hands on it and we
proceeded to the Arcata airport coffee shop. I doubt if there is any formula
that will produce a worse cup of coffee than they made at that airport café in
those days. The mark took one sip of the coffee, hauled out his wallet and
gave my partner the five bucks.
While all this was going on, there were a few other men in the coffee
shop. Two of them were obviously pilots. They were not drinking coffee,
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and I could overhear much of their conversation about flying. Then one said
to the other, “Well, let’s go get the bird and fly to Redding.”
Bird!! Oh, that kind of a bird. Many pilots refer to their airplane as a
bird. Here I was trying to figure out how to flap my wings and what I really
needed to figure out was how to run the engine. You are a bird, but if you
flap your wings very much at all you may break the spar. Comparing
meditation to flying an airplane has taught me many valuable lessons, but by
far the most valuable lesson has been …

ATTITUDE
The airplane I learned to fly in sat on its landing gear slightly nose
down. This resulted in the wing having a negative attitude in relation to the
wind passing over it. It didn’t matter how fast it went down the runway, the
airplane would not fly off until the pilot raised the nose enough for the wings
to get a bite of the prevailing wind. Some airplanes sit on their landing gear
in a slightly nose up position and their wings are in a positive position.
These aircraft will fly off the active runway just by putting power to the
engine and keeping it straight. Just as much as flying an airplane involves
attitude, getting off in meditation involves attitude.
If you really want to get off in meditation, forget about Masters,
gurus, Great gurus and all that stuff. Get a Calvin and Hobbs cartoon book
or read Tumbleweeds or Hagar the Horrible until you get a good laugh out
of them. Then holding that glee, plug in and ride on that attitude. There is a
lot more “up” in humor than there ever was in devotion. Learn how to push
on the Sound Current and that will put more power to your engine. Establish
the fun factor first and your airplane should fly off by itself.

Remember, if you are not having fun,
You’re doing it wrong.
B.K.A.
10-10-02
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Remember
Drink of the water of life,
as often as you can.
For whatsoever
commands your attention
more than it,
Shall rule your days.
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Booklets for
The Road to Life
In so many persuasions in life you cannot know what you are getting
into until you are a fair way into it. These booklets give the inquiring
aspirant a view of the progressions in spiritual development The Eureka
Society offers. The background we offer is about our progressions. There are
many adventures to be had in YOUR OWN personal spiritual development.
What The Eureka Society is really all about is YOUR OWN personal
spiritual development into the Divine being YOU are destined to become.
For best comprehension these booklets should be read in the following
sequence.
1. PREMISE - Beyond this world’s dreams of life the universe
promises a greater destiny.
2. LIVING BEYOND THE DREAM OF LIFE - Across the ages
the progressions of the soul.
3. DAYLIGHT and THE GREAT ATTRACTOR - Beyond the
illusions of life finding The Road to Life.
4. KANNON PROGRESSIONS - Be still within your stillness. Be
still at the speed of light. On The Road to life.
5. KEEPING UP WITH CREATION - Looking at creation from a
vantage point, on The Road to Life.

The Eureka Society
P.O. Box 222
Mt. Shasta, CA 96067
www.theeurekasociety.org
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Book Adventures
These books offer many more adventures to be had in YOUR OWN
personal spiritual development. The Eureka Society is about YOU
discovering the Divine being YOU are destined to become. For best
comprehension these books should be read in the following sequence.
1. ESCAPE TO IMMORTALITY - You are already immortal. It
is only that your consciousness does not have the energy,
momentum, velocity, and altitude necessary to live in the eternal part
of your being.
2. VORTEXES, LIGHTS and The Gateways to Heaven - When
you learn to listen with your vision, there is a fascinating adventure
just beyond your eyes' perception.
3. JOURNEYS OF ASCENSION - Man, in his brief moment in
time, has yet to learn to hear. Life holds many great adventures for
one who learns how to listen.
4. MT SHASTA – The Vital Essence - This is about how to climb
the spiritual mountain, and how to enjoy the many vistas along the
way. The view from the top is wonderful, and offers a view into your
own spiritual future.
5. THE ROAD TO LIFE - The greatest battle you will ever face
is the fight to gain access to, and control of, your very own being.
6. THE COLORS OF LOVE - Sexually and spiritually explicit,
this book shows how a man and a woman can have an incredible
physical love life together, and at the same time, have an incredible
spiritual progression.

The Eureka Society
P.O. Box 222
Mt. Shasta, CA 96067
www.theeurekasociety.org
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ENLIGHTENMENT
A TRULY WISE MAN MIGHT CONSIDER,
THERE COULD STILL BE THINGS
TO LEARN

ON
THE ROAD TO LIFE
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